WELCOME TO LYNNWOOD CITY HALL
Needs signage to identify building

Old bicycle rack

Uncomfortable bench facing a boring wall

Pavers that make walking in high heels difficult

Graphically unappealing signage that is water damaged

Lynnwood City Hall Entrance
19100 44th Ave W
Lynnwood WA. 98036

023-001
05/19/2014
New concrete wall with embedded lights to light the walk

New bicycle rack

Colorful decals on the doors to match the strip design on the concrete pad

New city hall sign with the city logo

New white accent paint on the columns

New artwork at the center of the Rain Garden

New bench in location that looks towards the Rain Garden.

New concrete pad with painted strips in the city palette

Digital directory kiosk

New boardwalk around the Rain Garden with light bollards and guardrail

Integral colored concrete city logo facing the visitor

New artwork at the center of the Rain Garden

New artwork at the center of the Rain Garden
Concrete wall 1'-2" high, 32' long

Accent light fixtures, 5' on center, 6 total

Accent lights embedded in concrete wall, standard stainless steel finish.

Painted strips to match city color scheme

White concrete pad

7'-6" X 7'-6" City logo
Aluminum sign with laser cut lettering and factory-painted city logo. The sign will be set 3" from the face of the fascia over a dark gray background.
REFERENCES PER ‘CITY CENTER STREETSCAPE PLAN’

Stainless steel LED spotlights mounted on wood canopy.

Adjustable stainless steel LED downlights for accent lighting where needed.

Bench

Bicycle rack

LIGHTING REFERENCES
Vertical strips to match design and color of strips on concrete pad.
More information about the location and size of the Rain Garden is needed before the design can be finalized.
Rain Garden Artwork Options

Contemporary

Animals

Driftwood
Digital kiosk will stand next to path with information about the Rain Garden as the screen saver. With a wave of the hand, the kiosk can display a friendly user city hall directory.